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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a combination of three pre-processing tools that allow energy system modelers to
define the number and shape of their model regions flexibly. Firstly, weather reanalysis data and other
geographic maps are combined in pyGRETA to downscale wind and solar data and obtain renewable
energy potential maps in high spatial resolution, while pyPRIMA can provide the spatial distribution
of the energy demand and a pre-processed network of transmission lines. Secondly, the raster maps
and the transmission grid are fed into pyCLARA to obtain a shapefile of regions with homogeneous
characteristics. Thirdly, the obtained shapefile is used in pyGRETA to generate representative time
series of renewable power generation, and in pyPRIMA to pre-process the rest of the data (power
plants, demand, grid, etc.) to prepare input files for model frameworks. The three tools have a
similar software architecture and are available in GitHub with an open source license and a detailed
description. A minimal working example shows how they can operate together to ensure a high degree
of modeling flexibility.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Code metadata

Current code version pyGRETA [1]: v1.1.0
pyCLARA [2]: v1.0.1
pyPRIMA [3]: v1.0.1

Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX_2020_112
Code Ocean compute capsule –
Legal Code License GNU General Public License (GPL)
Code versioning system used git
Software code languages, tools, and services used python
Compilation requirements, operating environments & dependencies Check pyGRETA.yml, pyCLARA.yml, and pyPRIMA.yml in the env folders in

the respective repositories.
If available Link to developer documentation/manual https://pygreta.readthedocs.io/

https://pyclara.readthedocs.io/
https://pyprima.readthedocs.io/

Support email for questions Please use the ‘‘Issues’’ function in the GitHub repositories. kais.siala@tum.de

1. Motivation and significance

The decarbonization of energy systems is posing multiple chal-
enges that need to be addressed in energy system models. First,
he share of decentralized generation from renewable energy

∗ Correspondence to: Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact
esearch, Potsdam, Germany.

E-mail address: kais.siala@tum.de (Kais Siala).

sources, particularly solar and wind, is increasing rapidly. How-
ever, this renewable generation fluctuates over time and space
and tends to be located far from load centers. It is therefore
necessary to reflect this spatial and temporal discrepancies in the
models, which is only possible if the input data is provided in high
resolution. Pfenninger et al. [4] identified the latter point as the
first challenge for twenty-first century energy system modeling.

Second, system decarbonization goes beyond the power sec-

tor and concerns industry, transport, heating and cooling. Klein
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t al. [5] included industrial feedstock, heating, road and maritime
ransport, and aviation, and estimated that around 2000TWh of
enewable power is needed, beside biomethane and geothermal
nergy. From the spatial perspective, an expansion of this magni-
ude will require the use of 2% of the area of Germany for onshore
ind and utility-scale solar photovoltaic projects according to
lein et al. [5]. This again amplifies the importance of modeling
he potential of these technologies with a high spatial resolution,
o identify the best available project sites and minimize their
patial footprint.
Sector coupling poses another challenge from the spatial per-

pective. The different energy sectors have characteristics which
annot be modeled at one spatial scale. For instance, modeling
he transport sector can be at the scale of cities, countries, or
he whole globe, depending on the mode of transportation. At
ach scale, there is a multitude of stakeholders. Thus, energy
ystem modelers need more flexibility in designing their models
o capture processes and flows at each spatial scale. Only with
lexible spatial units that adapt to their scope can they represent
he emerging trends in energy supply, as exemplified by the
ellular approach of Benz et al. [6] and Amado et al. [7].
The trend towards models with a high spatial resolution and

hich are capable of representing multiple energy sectors at
ifferent scales is partly hampered by the unavailability of data
nd/or by limited computational power. Even when open data
s available, it is usually at a low resolution and requires some
rocessing before it can be used in energy system models. As
f the computational power, the modeling of multiple energy
ectors with high spatial and temporal resolutions under uncer-
ainty might be challenging using regular office computers at
he disposal of modelers. Hence, many studies have attempted
o identify the smallest number of regions for which the errors
hat arise from the simplification are acceptable, either through
lustering [8] or heuristics [9,10]. Frysztacki et al. [11] provide
valuable review of recent studies applying spatial aggregation
nd clustering, most of which describe their algorithms without
roviding the software to replicate their work.
Such studies that vary the model regions are the exception, not

he rule. Despite the need for high resolution data and for model
egions that adapt to the research questions, the overwhelming
ajority of energy system models still relies on administrative
nd political divisions of space. The European Commission re-
ies on different models (e.g. JRC-EU-TIMES [12], METIS [13],
OTEnCIA [14], JRC-GEM-E3 [15]), which, despite the diversity
f their techniques and objectives, use countries or groups of
ountries as their spatial units. The open-source model frame-
ork OSeMOSYS [16] has a model version for the EU countries
lus Norway and Switzerland (OSeMBE), beside other versions for
outh America (SAMBA) and Africa (TEMBA), which use countries
s model regions.
Considering the challenges of renewable energy integration

nd sector coupling, there is a need for more flexibility in defining
he scale and the shape of the spatial units, which should not
e restricted to political and administrative divisions. The pre-
rocessing suite made of the three open-source tools pyGRETA,1
yCLARA2 and pyPRIMA3 has been designed for that purpose. Un-
ike webtools and global atlases of high resolution data, it allows
he modeler to also aggregate the data and restructure it as input
or model frameworks. Such an aggregation can be data-driven
i.e. through clustering algorithms) or user-defined (i.e. using
iven shapefiles of custom model regions). Table 1 provides an
verview of commonly used tools by energy system modelers,

1 python Generator of REnewable Time series and mAps.
2 python Clustering of Lines And RAsters.
3 python PReprocessing of Inputs for Model frAmeworks.

their similarities with the proposed pre-processing suite, and the
additional features of the latter. While most basic features are
covered by existing tools, the novelty of the pre-processing suite
resides in its wide array of advanced features and its ability to
operate on user-defined regions within any geographic scope.

The energy system model PyPSA-Eur [17] deserves partic-
ular mention because it includes modules for data acquisition
and cleaning, time series generation, and clustering. It therefore
shares a lot of similarities with the pre-processing suite as a
whole. Whereas PyPSA-Eur has the advantage of a smooth usage
since all the modules are within the same tool and the data ac-
quisition is automated, the proposed pre-processing suite stands
out for being model-agnostic and adaptable to any geographic
scope (not only within Europe). The three tools have also some
advanced features (e.g. more clustering options, ability to use
user-defined regions) which energy system modelers can make
use of for special applications.

We believe that the pre-processing suite has an added value
in terms of reproducibility and transparency, because the open-
source codes and their assumptions are documented and the
generation of the model input files can be replicated. It is par-
ticularly suited for studies investigating the impact of the spatial
resolution of energy system models, as conducted by Siala and
Mahfouz [27].

In addition to the aforementioned study, which used the com-
plete pre-processing suite, modules of pyGRETA and pyPRIMA
have also been used in other publications by one of the au-
thors [28,29]. pyCLARA is currently used in a project on the
near-surface geothermal potential of a German city, by clustering
parts of it based on the underground water temperature. py-
GRETA is used in several studies on different regions of the world,
in particular for the estimation of the hydrogen potential that
can be obtained through wind-powered electrolysis in the Middle
East.

2. Software description

The software is published in three separate repositories, be-
cause each tool can be operated independently. However, the
scripts have the same coding style and architecture, so that it
is easy to use them together. Section 2.1 describes the common
architecture, followed by an overview of the functionalities of
each tool in Section 2.2. Finally, Section 2.3 suggests a workflow
that combines the tools of the pre-processing suite.

2.1. Software architecture

The pre-processing suite is composed of three independent
repositories: pyGRETA, pyCLARA, and pyPRIMA.

Each repository includes the following items:

• Folder code: this includes the script config.py for user
preferences, the script runme.py that calls the other mod-
ules, and the folder lib which contains the submodules.

• Folder doc: this includes all the files needed to generate the
documentation in readthedocs.io.

• Folder env: this includes the YAML file with all the depen-
dencies. Use it in conda to create an environment where
you can run the code.

• LICENSE file.
• README.md file for an overview of the repository.

The repositories use the Black4 coding style for harmoniza-
tion and improved readability, and follow the all-contributors5
specification to encourage participation in code development.

4 https://github.com/psf/black.
5 https://github.com/all-contributors/all-contributors.
2
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Table 1
Comparison with existing software tools.
Software Closest match Similarity Advantages of the

pre-processing suite

pyGRETA atlite [18] Calculation of potentials and
generation of time series

Correction of reanalysis data
through combination with land
use and topography maps;
potentials and time series
calculation after increasing the
resolution; multiple
representative time series per
region

GLAES [19,20] Modeling of land eligibility
constraints

Calculation of the resource and
technical potentials; generation
of representative time series

Global Atlas [21] Calculation of potentials for
points or custom regions

generation of representative
time series

Global Wind Atlas [22] Calculation of the potentials Modeling of land eligibility
constraints; generation of
representative time series

Global Solar Atlas [23] Calculation of the potentials Modeling of land eligibility
constraints; generation of
representative time series

pyCLARA PySAL [24] Clustering of regions using
max-p regions algorithm
(library is used in pyCLARA)

Pre-setting and adaptation of
the algorithm to the
application on large-scale
energy systems; additional
custom algorithm for
transmission lines

pyPRIMA OPSD [25] Different scripts for cleaning
and visualizing raw data

Pre-processing scripts to
prepare model input files in
the model format (currently
for urbs and evrys)

pyam [26] Modules for data wrangling;
common data structure for
different models

Modules and structure more
adapted to regional energy
system optimization models
(as opposed to global
integrated assessment models)

First time users are encouraged to read the documentation of
ach tool, which is made of three parts:

• User manual: with an installation guide, descriptions of
config.py and runme.py, a list of recommended input
sources, and a recommended workflow.

• Theory: this includes some theoretical background, which
the code is based on.

• Implementation: this describes all the submodules of the
script, i.e. what they are used for, which inputs they use and
which outputs they deliver.

The software is written in such a way that the average user
nly needs to edit config.py and runme.py. The modules that
re called in runme.py are run in sequence, and save their
utputs locally, including a JSON file that documents which pa-
ameters and paths were used to run them. If an error occurs
nd the script is interrupted, the user can fix the issue and
estart runme.py after commenting the steps that have been
ompleted successfully. The only variables that are used in every
odule are the dictionaries param and paths, which are gener-
ted in the initialization function based on the user preferences
n config.py.

.2. Software functionalities

.2.1. Renewable energy potentials and time series
The first tool, pyGRETA [1], allows the user to estimate the

heoretical and/or technical potential of an area in high reso-
ution, for various technologies (onshore wind, offshore wind,
hotovoltaics, and concentrated solar power). The strength lies
n the flexibility of defining the technological characteristics (by

setting their parameters) and the region of interest (by providing
a shapefile). Currently, it uses MERRA-2 reanalysis data, with the
option to detect and correct outliers. For the potential estimation,
it takes into account land use suitability/availability, topography,
bathymetry, slope, and distance to urban areas. There is an op-
tion to provide the results of the potential estimation as raster
maps and/or statistical reports with summaries (available area,
maximum capacity, maximum energy output, etc.) for each user-
defined region. Using the potential maps, and after excluding
unsuitable parts for renewable power plants, the user can gen-
erate multiple time series for each region of interest, for example
for the best site, the one at the upper 10% quantile, the median,
etc. It is also possible to combine the time series into one using
linear regression to match historical full-load hours and temporal
fluctuations.

2.2.2. Clustering of rasters and networks
The pyCLARA tool [2] takes as input high resolution data (as

delivered by pyGRETA, for example), and clusters it to obtain
regions for energy system models with homogeneous character-
istics. There are two modes of operation. It either uses one or
multiple rasters of the same size and geographical coverage, such
as wind resource maps or load density maps, and clusters them
simultaneously, provided that the user has defined the weighting
factor for each input and its corresponding aggregation function
(average, sum, or density), in addition to the target number of
regions. The code uses a combination of k-means and max-p
algorithms, to ensure computational speed and spatial contiguity
of the results. The other option is to cluster a network, for ex-
ample a transmission grid, using a hierarchical algorithm. Thus,
the modeler would be able to take into account grid restrictions
when defining regions for power system modeling. Here again,
the final number of regions can be chosen freely.
3
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Fig. 1. Recommended workflow.

2.2.3. Flexible creation of model inputs
The pre-processing tool pyPRIMA [3] automates the creation of

energy system models using a common database. The emphasis
lies in the flexibility of defining the model regions and in the
harmonization of the assumptions, which are well-documented
and less prone to human errors due to automation. It operates
in two steps. First, it reads raw input data for the spatial scope
of the analysis and ‘‘cleans’’ it. This involves the filtering and re-
naming of entries and attributes, the correction of erroneous data
points, the completion of missing data points using assumptions,
the conversion of units, and the restructuring of the resulting
database such that it has a clear, model-independent format.
Currently, the tool includes modules for reading raw input data
for Europe, but it can be expanded to include other data sources

for other regions, provided that the output format is preserved.
Second, the modeler chooses the shapefile of the model regions
to use, and the tool converts the model-independent intermediate
files into input files that can be used by the model frameworks. In
the current version, two model frameworks, urbs6 and evrys7, are
supported. If needed, new modules can be added easily to cater
for other energy system model frameworks.

6 https://github.com/tum-ens/urbs.
7 Internal, closed-source tool for unit commitment optimization used at TUM,

Germany.
4
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Fig. 2. Solar photovoltaic (left) and onshore wind (right) potentials for Austria according to pyGRETA.

2.3. Recommended workflow

Fig. 1 presents a generalized workflow that combines the three
tools pyGRETA, pyCLARA and pyPRIMA. As stated before, the tools
can be operated independently, although it is their combination
that allows the modelers to flexibly generate the input files for
their energy system models.

Some steps can be skipped in the following cases:

• If the regions are pre-defined and no clustering is needed,
then step 2 can be skipped.

• If the time series are available from another source, then the
use of pyGRETA in step 1 and step 3 can be skipped.

3. Illustrative examples

In order to demonstrate the major functionalities of the pre-
processing suite, we used it to create input files for an energy
model of Austria. The model regions are based on the homo-
geneity of the PV and wind potentials. The next paragraphs are a
step-by-step guide on how to replicate this example.

Before you start

The code and the data sets generated by the tools are pub-
lished altogether [30]. The raw input files are not included in
the repository. However, they can be downloaded from their
respective sources, as mentioned in the documentations of the
tools.8 After downloading and unpacking the tools, make sure
that the raw input data is saved in the corresponding folder in
the database, so that the codes can run smoothly. If you have
issues obtaining the raw input data, you can test the subsequent
modules of the tools using the intermediate files that are shared.

Step 1a: Potential maps with pyGRETA

Firstly, pyGRETA generates the potential maps of PV and wind
for Austria. Ensure that the used shapefile of Austria has a column
with the name NAME_SHORT, eventually by adding it manually.
The shapefile has only one feature, which will be referred to as
AUT. Also the user should adapt parameters and file paths in the
config.py which can be found in the sub-folder code of the
yGRETA folder. To run the code the script runme_step1 A.py is
xecuted, which is place in the same sub-folder. The results can
e seen in Fig. 2.

8 Please check the additional notes in the Zenodo repository for links to the
ata sources.

Step 1b: Pre-processed data for the whole scope

Secondly, pyPRIMA is used for cleaning the raw input data. As
in the first step, the config.py, which is placed in the subfolder
code of pyPRIMA, might be adapted to the correct input paths. Use
runme_step1B.py, which can be found in the same subfolder,
to execute the code of pyPRIMA. Some results regarding the load
time series and the spatial distribution of power plants are shown
in Fig. 3.

Step 2: Model regions through clustering

Thirdly, the regions for the energy model are defined using
pyCLARA. For this example, the PV and wind potential maps
generated with pyGRETA are used. To run pyCLARA, the file
runme_step2.py in the subfolder code of pyCLARA is executed.
The results of the clustering algorithm can be seen in Fig. 4. Since
the code is not entirely deterministic, size, shape and number of
clusters can vary from one run to another.

Step 3a: Time series for model regions

After defining the model regions with the clusters of pyCLARA,
it is time to prepare the inputs for each of these regions. There-
fore, pyGRETA is used again to create the time series of renewable
generation. Since no regression is possible for the custom regions,
two files at the location Database\ 03 Intermediate files\
Files Austria\ Renewable energy\ Regional analysis\
Austria\ Regression outputs were added manually. If
pyCLARA generated a different number of clusters, ensure that the
number of columns and the column names in these files match
the number and names of the clusters generated in the previous
step. There are no other changes necessary in config.py, so
you can directly execute the script runme_step3 A.py, which
is again placed in the subfolder code of the pyGRETA folder. A
portion of the time series for clusters CL01 and CL04 are plotted
in Fig. 5.

Step 3b: Model input files

Lastly, pyPRIMA is used to create the input file for the energy
system framework urbs. For this purpose, the script
runme_step3B.py, which can be found in the subfolder code
of pyPRIMA, is executed. Fig. 6 shows some of the pre-processed
inputs of the model.

4. Impact

This pre-processing suite made of three open-source tools
covers all the steps needed to create energy system models with
a flexible set of model regions. Whereas there are other tools in
the modeling community with partially similar capabilities (see
Table 1), this is the first attempt to automate the process of
generating energy system models for custom regions within any
5
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Fig. 3. Hourly load time series of Austria for a selected week (top) and spatial distribution of power plants and main transmission lines (bottom) according to
pyPRIMA.

Fig. 4. Model regions obtained after clustering the potential maps using pyCLARA.

geographic scope using tools with similar software architecture.
The availability of the code as open-source with an extensive
documentation means that the suite can be easily adopted by
prospective modelers.

There are two main usage cases for the pre-processing suite
as a whole. First, it provides an essential toolset for modelers
investigating the effect of the spatial resolution on model results.
Similarly to Siala and Mahfouz [27], it allows the modelers to
define the model regions based on certain characteristics and an-
alyze the impact thereof. A large number of energy systemmodels
can be generated automatically to study the relevance of the
spatial resolution systematically, transparently, and reproducibly.
Such empirical experiments can challenge the preconception that
administrative divisions are suitable for most research questions.
Second, it facilitates the model creation with customized regions

if that is dictated by the research question. This is for exam-
ple the case when the geographic scope covers an area that
does not overlap with administrative divisions for which the
data is available. Another example is when certain aspects, such
as grid bottlenecks, are so critical for answering the research
question adequately, that they take precedence over administra-
tive boundaries and require the usage of unconventional model
regions.

The three tools include some novel features that offer new
possibilities for energy system modelers. For instance, model-
ers can set up custom technology characteristics for renewable
technologies in pyGRETA and generate time series using them.
This is particularly useful when modeling future scenarios with
technologies that do not exist yet. The tool pyCLARA accepts
a wide set of inputs which do not have to be energy-related,
provided that the rasters are of the same size and that their
6
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Fig. 5. Solar photovoltaic (top) and onshore wind (bottom) time series for the regions CL01 and CL04 for a selected week according to pyGRETA.

Fig. 6. Hourly load time series for the regions CL01 and CL04 (top) and share of technologies in the installed capacities of each region (bottom) according to pyPRIMA.

data can be aggregated by calculating the sum, the average or
the density. Furthermore, since pyPRIMA takes into account time-
dependent parameters (cost assumptions, construction year, etc.),
it can create input files for different years, extending therefore the
possibilities across the temporal dimension.

The three tools are currently used in different projects at
he Chair of Renewable and Sustainable Energy Systems, TUM
Germany). Uptake in the wider modeling community has been
rowing steadily since their publication in June 2020, as inferred
rom the requests for assistance in GitHub or through emails.
owever, there is currently no mechanism in place to track the
ctual usage of the software.

. Conclusions

The pre-processing suite presented in this paper is made of
hree independent tools that generate data in high spatial res-
lution, aggregate it according to pre-defined model regions or

data-driven clusters, and prepare all the necessary input in the
appropriate format for energy system modeling frameworks. The
suite opens up new possibilities to modelers who are eager to
investigate the impact of the choice of the spatial resolution, or
who are compelled to use unconventional model regions to an-
swer their research questions adequately. An illustrative example
for Austria showed some of the capabilities of the tools. A detailed
documentation is available in each GitHub repository, where
the tools are shared with open-source licenses to encourage
widespread use and participation in their development.
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